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Workshop  Description Presenters 

Art of 
Communication 

Communication has been a key element in the 
development of our society. John and Chris will use the 
history and changes in technology that the telephone has 
undergone, before exploring communication methods as 
a group. While learning some electronics and 
programming, as a group you'll produce a communication 
network that will be incorporated into a wider art project 
in the future 'The Electric Field'. 

John-Paul and Chris are founders of The Arcade Project aimed at using art 
and games to encourage children to be creators and collaborators rather 
than consumers. John-Paul and Chris have worked on numerous projects 
together incorporating technology, art and more importantly, 'fun' into their 
works. 

Art of Science! Become a science communicator as you learn to present 
some amazing science demonstrations. This workshop 
will give you the secrets that makes best science 
communication happen as you learn to plan, prepare and 
deliver some great science demos. From the amazing 
physics of crossing the speed of sound to the tasty 
chemistry of making sherbet. Science always thrills and it 
is an art to communicate it well! 

Amadeo Enriquez-Ballestero is the Science Presentation Coordinator at the 
Otago Museum. He has spent half his life at the museum getting the 
community into science and mixing science, art and technology in all of his 
programmes. Catriona Gower is part of the Science Communicator team at 
Otago Museum with a special focus on the living environments. She has a 
background in biodiversity management, community conservation and 
events organising, and has been a science teacher in both the UK and NZ. 

Battle of Trafalgar This is a board-game based stimulation that enables 
students to take on the role of the British, French and 
Spanish naval commanders. The outcome will depend on 
a player’s ability to use planning, tactics, cooperation and 
luck to achieve victory. Will Nelson's unconventional 
tactics work again or will the allied fleet be victorious so 
that the emperor Napoleon may rule both land and sea 

Paul Nistor is the Head of Science and Physics at Waimea College since 1992. 
In addition to having a passion for helping students understand the workings 
of the universe he also enjoys playing and designing educational and 
historical board games. 

Being Brainy Imagine what a real brain looks like, imagine what it 
would feel like to touch... Join Amy from the Centre for 
Brain Research in some interactive activities to 
demonstrate how the brain functions, including a jelly 
bean activity. Plus you'll take home a special 'Being 
Brainy' gift. 

Amy McCaughey-Chapman is a post-doctoral Research Fellow at the Centre 
for Brain Research at the University of Auckland. Amy's research speciality is 
direct cell reprogramming, which involves generating human brain cells from 
adult human skin cells to study and treat neurological disorders. Amy helps 
deliver the 'Being Brainy' programme, visiting schools to introduce her 
research and conduct activities highlighting how our brain functions. 
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Doodle Pens Build your own 3D creation with a 3D Doodle Pen. Draw 
upwards, downwards, sidewards - if you can imagine it, 
you can build it. Bonus - you get to take home whatever 
you build. 

Killian Cools is from Garin College and has been invited to share his 
knowledge and the fun that can be had through building things with Doodle 
Pens. Killian is passionate about maths, science, art and technology, and he's 
also a keen sailor. 

Drone New 
Business 
Challenge 

Learn from drone experts about the emerging, innovative 
uses for drones and what it takes to create a new 
technology. Then you'll and your team will be tasked to 
create a drone business that serves a meaningful function 
in today's world - such as farming, deliveries or 
emergency services. Teams will work against the clock to 
research and create their drone idea. At the end of the 
session each team will present their drone startup. Are 
you ready?! 

Shaun is CEO and co-founder of Dotterel Technologies, an NZ company 
solving the drone noise problem around the globe. Shaun is passionate 
about taking Kiwi technology to the world and has helped build some of the 
countries top startups in a range of industries - biofuels, fintech and the 
drone industry. 

Easy Cheesy Cheese making - the basics! Do you know the difference 
between quark and butter? Get stuck into understanding 
quark, feta, yoghurt, butter, herb dips, instant ice-cream, 
cheese and other tasty cheesy delights with Tanja Pauls. 

Tanja Pauls is a passionate home educator of five, and a food enthusiast 
advocating for sustainability. Tanja is a member of Riverside Community. 

 

 

 

Felting Fantastic Get creative with felt and make your own cards, 
decorations or gifts. Learn from the master of fibre craft 
herself, Anne Grassham, and leave with new skills to 
further your creations. 

Anne Grassham from Woolcraft has a wealth of experience in working with 
fibre; from farming sheep for wool, to experimenting with new fibre craft 
techniques. Anne is a Creative Fibre tutor and has taught for over 20 years in 
schools and community education. With a background as a research 
scientist, Anne brings an experimental approach to her work - inspiring 
others to explore their creative potential with fibre too. 
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Flight 101 In Flight 101 you'll earn the physics behind flight and 
have your knowledge put to the test by building 
numerous flying machines. You'll start by using 
rubberbands to propel your designs, then move on to 
battery powered planes, and finally app controlled 
planes. Can you design the longest flying plane? Whose 
will go the distance? 

Tony is a man of many talents and passions, flying is one of them and writing 
for the BBC is another. Born in Manchester, England, just a stone’s throw 
from Coronation Street, Tony trained as a Drama teacher and wrote stuff for 
fun. In 1989, his writing caught the eye of the BBC, leading to his first piece 
of television – a screenplay for the BBC’s hit medical series 'Casualty'. 
Throughout his writing career, Tony followed his other passion and obtained 
his pilot licence. His feet have rarely been on the ground. 

Harry Potter 
STEAMS 

All the wonder of the Wizarding World of Hogwarts 
comes to life in this all-day Harry Potter Workshop. Make 
your own wand, use it to cast spells, make things float 
and disappear! Create and sample delicious chocolate 
frogs. Discover the secrets of turning copper into gold 
and silver. Make your own quill, and use invisible ink to 
write secret messages. Think you could be a whizz at all 
things Potter? Dress up and have a magical day! 

Kat Rayson is a self-confessed Harry Potter Nerd and also a primary school 
teacher at Brooklyn School. One of the best days in her life was visiting the 
Warner Brothers Studio in London to walk the Great Hall, be frightened by 
giant spiders in the Forbidden Forest, and shop in Diagon Alley. Mike Rayson 
is a real-life wizard who enjoys cooking strange concoctions in his cauldrons 
and blowing things up, he also happens to be a STEAMS teacher for the 
Ministry of Inspiration. 

Life on Mars How would we live on Mars? Join Jenny in investigating 
the challenges of travelling to, and then living on Mars. 
Get creative with concept drawings or models of how 
you'd grow food, produce enough oxygen, dispose of 
waste and make buildings strong enough to resist the 
strong winds and dust storms... 

Jenny Pollock is a retired science teacher, who taught Science, Biology and 
Earth and Space Science for over 25 years, mostly at Nelson College for Girls. 
Jenny is President of the Nelson Science Society and continues to raise 
awareness for the issues facing our planet where she can. In 2008 she was 
awarded a Royal Society Teacher Fellowship during which she studied 
Oceanography, in 2012 the Peter Spratt medal for a sustained contribution 
towards science education, and in 2018 was made a Companion of the Royal 
Society Te Apārangi. 

Light up Art! Create your own illuminated card, badge or small toy 
with LEDs using a simple circuit. You'll work alongside 
Victoria University of Wellington's Engineering and 
Computer Science Manager, Sue Hall, and get to take 
home your bright creation. 

Sue Hall is the manager of the school of Engineering and Computer Science 
at Victoria University of Wellington. As part of her role, Sue oversees the 
outreach programme and over the years has taken a more active role in the 
Maker movement - learning and creating through making things with your 
hands. 
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Little Leaders Learn and understand your leadership style in this 
interactive workshop. You'll be presented with the theory 
behind team roles and role-play the 'typical' roles, taking 
the opportunity to learn and get feedback on your own 
developing leadership style, all while completing small 
challenges. 

Ray has over 20 years experience in building teams and growing businesses, 
primarily working with technology teams to deliver award-winning company 
growth. He uses a relaxed, informal approach to bring teams together and 
get the best out of individuals. 

Magic Milk Ever wanted to know what is in your milk that goes on 
your cereal every morning, or the many things made with 
milk? Join Mike, Giovanna, Alejandra and Nick from the 
Riddet Institute in a series of hands-on experiments to 
discover everything milk! From separating whole milk 
into cream and milk to making butter from cream to 
making cheese to even making plastic from milk! 

Mike, Giovanna, Alejandra and Nick are food scientists at Riddet Institute, a 
world-best research centre in food and related sciences, providing 
fundamental scientific understanding and training a new generation of 
science leaders. Dr Mike Boland has worked in science for over 50 years. He 
and his team built the first large-scale contained fermentation facility in New 
Zealand.  

Oamaru Stone 
Carving 

Ever wanted to try stone carving? This is your 
opportunity. Learn and develop the basic skills using a 
variety of tools to design and shape your own stone 
masterpiece. Bring along a change of clothes, overalls, 
shoes and your creative mind, and at the end of the 
workshop you'll have your stone masterpiece to take 
home with you. 

Stu is a well-known contemporary carver with over 20 years’ experience. He 
enjoys dabbling in a wide variety of different mediums including stainless 
steel, stone, native timber and lighting. 

Paper Mache 
Masks 

One person's rubbish is another's treasure. Newspapers, 
toilet rolls, duct tape you name it - you'll plan, design and 
learn how to create a huge personal mask. Some may call 
it a paper mache mask, we call it art. 

 

 

 

Rahania MacDonald is in year 13 and is the Culture Captain at Garin College. 
Rahania has a passion for art and science and hopes to study health science 
at Otago next year. 
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Picasso Self 
Portraits 

Dive into the work of one of The Greats, Pablo Picasso. 
See the evolution of his style from realism through to 
cubism and learn how colour and perspective creates 
emotions. Release your inner artist with a realistic 
watercolour self-portrait, before cutting it up and 
rearranging it so that aspects of the face are viewed from 
varying perspectives. Picasso for inspiration, Honor for 
direction, and you for the uniqueness. 

Honor Stephensen has a life passion for art. While completing a Bachelor of 
Education Honors degree he majored in art, from which followed an art-
fuelled career that included running private art classes, painting large scale 
oils on commission, and over 20 years of teaching primary aged children 
across the UK and Nelson. 

Replacing Plastics Do you know that you can make bioplastics at home - the 
kind that can break down in the environment? Join Dave 
in making some bioplastics using different recipes and 
see how the properties of the plastic can be varied. You'll 
also explore density of plastic, and understand why there 
is so much plastic floating on the sea. Bonus - you can 
take home samples you make as well as a small density 
bottle toy. 

Dave is the coordinator for the chemistry outreach team from the University 
of Otago. The team visit schools around Otago and Southland (and at one 
stage ended up in a Borneo jungle!), using hands-on activities to engage 
people with science. Dave's style is fun, light-hearted and aimed at showing 
how science is not just knowing a bunch of facts. 

Sport Science Jump higher, run faster, be stronger, and more accurate 
with your game with this high-performance sport 
workshop. Join Japman and Lorenzo from Ormiston 
Junior College as they inspect your form and coach you 
on how you can reach new limits. Note: this workshop 
involves a short run, so if you are recovering from an 
injury maybe catch this next time. 

Japman and Lorenzo are students at Ormiston Junior College, and are 
passionate about sports and keen to share what they have learnt about 
improving key aspects of one’s game through sports science with other 
sport lovers. 

Transportation 
Engineering 

Learn about vehicle design while you build a hovercraft, a 
boat and a car to test out your understanding. Bring your 
innovation, imagination and creativity to this hands on 
workshop, where you will learn about electrical concepts, 
soldering circuits and see if your vehicle is built to 
survive! 

Karyn is a lifestyle worker who takes time out to head in to MoTEC where 
she teaches all areas of technology. She loves introducing new concepts to 
the students and seeing them achieve and believe in themselves. 
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Ukelele-
Intermediate 

Bring your own ukulele to this interactive musical session 
and immerse yourself in all things ukulele. Be inspired 
with videos of ukulele masters as you learn to read song 
sheets and play several songs using different finger 
picking and strumming techniques. You'll also have a 
chance to perform a song of your own too. 

Having played piano, acoustic and electric guitar for many years John took 
up the ukulele in 2009 and has performed at festivals, cafes, community 
events and private functions throughout Australasia. John has studied, 
performed and taught music in NZ, the UK and Australia in both classical and 
contemporary styles, and is considered a master on the ukulele. 

Under the 
Microscope 

Get up close and personal with marine biology, viewed 
under the lenses of microscopy and DNA forensics. 
Biological invasions of non-indigenous species can cause 
severe economic and environmental impact contributing 
to biodiversity loss. Using settlement plates from the 
Nelson Marina combined with hands-on laboratory 
experiments, you'll observe marine organisms under the 
microscope and learn about new DNA tools tracking 
marine pests before we can see them. 

You will interact and learn from four marine biologists working at the 
Cawthron Institutes (Javier Atalah, Shaun Cunningham, John Pearman, and 
Xavier Pochon) who are driven towards finding better ways to protect 
marine environments and are passionate about communicating their work 
to the next generation of scientists. 

Virtual Reality 
Treasure Hunts 

Use 3D scanning, design and virtual reality tools to create 
concept designs for wearable art. You'll be equipped with 
VR headsets and controllers, hand-held 3D scanning 
devices to scan each other, and you'll be working in 
groups to discuss and design 3D objects.  
 

Jessie Robieson and Donald James are Learning Innovation Specialists from 
Te Papa. Together they work to combine new and existing digital technology 
with the museum's taonga, so that akonga can engage with the museum in 
new and meaningful ways. Jessie's background is in teaching performing arts 
and music, and Donald's background is in empowering self-discovery help to 
create great learning opportunities for participants. 

Wonderous 
Whales 

Meet some of the whale species found in New Zealand 
waters, including a life-sized blue whale (a skinny 
version!). Join Richard as he unlocks some of the mystery 
around marine mammals, and how we research whales 
when they spend so much time in the deep blue. You'll 
also take home your own ‘pet’ whale, so remember to 
bring a clear plastic bottle to put it in! 

Richard is a marine educator who works for the University of Otago and is 
based in Nelson. His work sees him teach students from aboard boats, on 
beaches, in camps, and - of course - in schools. While Richard can boast a 
vast biology background, his creative streak and enjoyment for fun result in 
surprisingly memorable and educational workshops. 
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